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A B S T R A C T

Standardization processes and collaborative tools are becoming essential for interoperable
modeling and simulation of power systems. The implementation of new electrical network codes
at European level requires the development of a common grid modeling exchange standard.
Consequently, this requires the development of dynamic models which expose their individual
and integrated physical behavior in simulations used in trade-off analyses. These analyses are of
particularly importance due to the increasing number of renewable variable energy sources
connected to the grid. The development of such models leads to the development of new re-
quirements for power system studies, while ensuring interoperability, security, and privacy of the
models. The use of open standards for modeling and simulation could allow the export of all the
necessary model information and physical behavior to guarantee consistency between software
vendors and stakeholders. This work presents a formalization of functional and non-functional
requirements for new standard-compliant software tools using the System Modeling Language
(SysML). This work also presents the implementation of these requirements using available in-
formation modeling and equation-based modeling standards, illustrating that standards can be
combined for model exchange and co-simulation by the application of the FMI standard.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Simulation models representing the dynamic behavior of a power system are gaining higher interest at the European level. The
European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) [1] has released a series of requirements for the
implementation of network codes, which require dynamic models for simulations in trade-off analysis for the connection of different
energy sources to the grid [2]. Therefore, standardization processes and collaborative tools to enable stakeholder interactions are
required to improve the two above (models and regulations, i.e. network codes) and to adapt to new requirements while ensuring
interoperability, security, and privacy [3,4].

In a specific example, a technical regulation for grid connections stipulates that “… the transmission system operator must
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maintain and expand the simulation models continuously …” [5]. This technical regulation also states that “The simulation model
must be supplied in the form of a block diagram which mainly by means of logical and mathematical functions – primarily transfer
functions in the Laplace / z-domain – describes the properties of the PV power plant” [5].

These requirements indirectly state that software vendors should embrace the utilization of an approach that offers better reu-
sability of code and allows for information exchange of steady-state and dynamic behavior. However, traditional power system
simulation tools only partly comply with the requirements because they do not allow the export of all the necessary model in-
formation to guarantee consistency (i.e. explicit model realizations using a strict mathematical representation). Furthermore, power
system models based on transfer functions could be replaced by other domain's mathematical representation. Thus, power system
multi-domain models could provide better representation of real systems behavior.

Most of the requirements in relation with power systems applications and analysis methodologies are developed with natural
language. The ambiguity of natural language makes it difficult to extract precisely specific information requirements and is up to the
engineer to interpret those requirements and their relationships, leaving an open door to ambiguity [6]. Industry practices are more
concerned with the direct implementation of technical requirements, mainly because of issues regarding business objectives and
productivity incentives [7]. The development of legacy power systems simulation tools is mostly guided by direct prerequisites from
tool's users, e.g. Transmission System Operators (TSOs), and by proprietary-tool vendors [8] using a traditional cathedral-like method
[9].

Model and tool development is conceived to solve short-term or specific technical problems. Models only allow to represent
specific time-scales such as “static” (i.e. power flow), “dynamic” electro-mechanical, and for electro-magnetic dynamics (i.e. fast-
transient system responses). In this approach, models are described within the structure of a specific simulation solver (e.g. dis-
cretized models using the trapezoidal integration rule), and thus, unambiguous modeling is left for later stages of the tool
development process if at all considered, resulting in a deficit of general requirements catering to the use of modeling and
simulation standards.

1.2. Related work

Current trends in power system tool development is to include both model exchange and analysis tools within a common fra-
mework [10]. For example, in the power system domain, the design and specifications implementation is focused in a goal or problem
to be solved using pre-defined algorithms implemented in domain-specific tools (e.g. PSS/E or DigSilent). In other words, specifi-
cation and requirement analysis are entirely coupled with the implementation of power system M&S tools.

In other engineering domains, the focus on Requirement Engineering is gaining more interest. The work in [11] presents a study
on how safety critical industries address the development of requirements. This study shows that the “challenge is to produce more
useful requirements documents”. The MODRIO project [12] proposes the design of meta-models and requirements for multi-
domain systems, involving energy and transportation domain models. Results from this project have been shown in [13] and [14],
where equation-based modeling languages can be used for the design and implementation of requirements. Those works provide
examples on how to transform the design specifications within the model's equations of shared cyber-physical models for the me-
chanical and fluid engineering domains.

The OpenCPS Project [15] focuses on interoperability between cyber-physical system models from multiple domains. One of the
goals of the project is the definition of requirements on the reliability, usability and flexibility of system models, for the development
of a Master Simulation Tool for (co-) simulation, capable of combining information models with mathematical models, with Modelica
and the Functional Mock-Up Interface (FMI) standard [16].

The line research of requirements engineering for multi-domain system models, works such as [17,18], provide detailed ex-
planation and specifications for the modeling of new cyber-physical systems using the SysML standard [19]. Thus, the use of SysML-
based tools, such as Papyrus [20], and Modelica-based tools, such as OpenModelica [21], in combination of the FMI standard, make it
possible the development of tools for system modeling separately from systems simulation and analysis tools.

As part of the work carried out in the OpenCPS project, this paper proposes a formalization of requirements that can be applied for
the development of new power system modeling and simulation tools, compliant with both power system information exchange (e.g.
CIM) and Modeling and Simulation (M&S) standards (e.g. FMI and Modelica).

1.3. Contributions

The authors propose the formalization of requirements for the design of new power system modeling and simulation tools. The
objective is the application of System and Software Engineering theories and practices, which can be implemented to build new
standard-compliant software tools.

For this purpose, the Use Case Methodology based from the IEC 62,559–2 [22], is followed in the sequel. The use of different
standards is considered for the development of tools for modeling, and separately, tools for simulation. The application of these
standards can provide new functionalities to the well-known power system analysis and simulation methods. Moreover, the use of
different standards can help to fulfill TSOs specifications concerning the exploitation and exchange of simulation models for dynamic
studies.

A general use case for modeling tools and another for simulation tools is discussed. Each of them is described using parts of the use
case template suggested by the IEC 62,559. The description of the use cases is completed with SysML Use Cases and SysML
Requirements diagrams.
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Industry requirements, defined in natural language, can be derived into formal technical requirement using SysML. Following the
classification proposed by [17], these requirements are divided into functional (i.e. scenarios) and non-functional (i.e. technical
specifications).

The definition of functional requirements and non-functional requirements will use available standard modeling semantics, such
as the Common Information Model (CIM) for power grid information modeling, and Modelica for equation-based modeling.

In addition, strategies for multi-domain simulation with the adoption of the FMI standard for Model Exchange and Co-Simulation,
are also considered. These strategies, in addition to the works presented in [21] and [22] with research projects such as the OpenCPS
make the research on modeling and simulation tools an essential part for the development of new software tools.

1.4. Paper organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II the background considered for the modeling of requirements is
explained. Section III describes the use case and requirements for modeling tools. Section IV describes the use case and requirements
for simulation tools. Section V illustrates the feasibility of using the different standards proposed to meet requirements. The paper
finalizes with conclusion in Section VI.

2. Background

2.1. What do the power system analysis use domain-specific M&S tools for?

A system model is a representation of a physical system that can be expressed in terms of mathematical equations and then
translated into a computer program. In the case of power system models, they consist of a set of devices that are typically described by
continuous dynamics and discrete events, and become suitable for steady-state and dynamic simulation studies. The simplifications
and hypothesis made during the design of power system models are often driven by the numerical solution methods that are available
in a specific tool to solve the given system equations, which in turn prescribe modeling specifications.

The implementation of those model components is in most cases ambiguous, and often tightly coupled to both the software tool
and the numerical methods used to obtain the steady-state or dynamic response of the system. Thus, the modeling of any power
system is defined by the constraints imposed by the model components, prescribed model information that is available in the si-
mulation tool, and by the vendor/developer [25].

Moreover, it becomes difficult to reuse and maintain power network models, because they are confined to a specific computer
program. Furthermore, de facto simplifications and hypothesis do not consider the uncertainties that might affect the behavior of the
model. These uncertainties are often considered insignificant and simulation results are expected to be conservative [26].

Different strategies are employed to model a limited type of uncertainties of the component's dynamic behavior in the power
system model. The typical system approach consists in applying random variations to parameters [26] or by defining more complex
power system models with the use of “user-defined models” in a tool's own Domain Specific Language (DSL). However, these stra-
tegies are tool specific, leading to lack of portability and imposing a need to reproduce results that becomes cumbersome [8].

2.2. Information modeling for power systems

The Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM) developed by the Grid Coordination Group/Reference Architecture Working Group
(SG-CG/RA) in the context of the European Commission's Standardization Mandate M/490 [4] proposes different layers that cover
the organizational, informational and technical aspects of the use and development of cyber-physical power systems.

The adoption of the SGAM by TSOs, Distribution System Operators (DSOs) and other players within the electrical grid, although
limited to relatively few tools [8], has elicited new use cases and requirements to comply with interoperability requirements.
Moreover, it led to continuous development and maintenance of new semantic information, such as the CIM and associated software
tools [27].

Borrowing from these advances in the power system domain, the CIM [28] and the Common Grid Model Exchange Standard
(CGMES), are proposed as standard interfaces specification and semantics for consistent information exchange between TSOs [29].
These standards base their implementation on the IEC 61,970–301 Information Model and the IEC 61,970-(452,456) Profile defi-
nitions. The exchange of dynamic models is based on IEC 61,970–302 Information Model for Dynamics and the IEC 61,970–457
Dynamics Profile Specification [30].

The CIM/CGMES standards provide information models of plant's components from the power system perspective, which might
result in a limited definition of physical components’ dynamics. Thus, new requirements for modeling tools could include the
adoption of available standards for projects related to power plants, such as the ISO 15,925 [31]. The application of such standards
could be beneficial for the exchange and reuse of complex plant models’ information, mitigating the high costs of reformatting model
information.

The ISO 15,925 standard provides data models, reference data and templates, with Web Ontology Language (OWL) [32] and
Resource Description Framework (RDF) [33] representation as a set of rules for information exchange. Thus, its implementation can
be easily integrated within the layers of the SGAM.
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2.3. Leveraging software and system domain standards for power system modeling and software systems

2.3.1. General purposes modeling languages for modeling requirements
The adoption of other information standards within the power system domain can be used to extend the CIM/CGMES information

models and profiles. Equation-based modeling languages for dynamic modeling and simulation can complement those information
standards. Thus, it is necessary to use General Purpose Modeling Languages (GPMLs), such as the Systems Modeling Language
(SysML) [19] to represent the requirements and enhance the interoperability of cyber physical power systems.

The SysML provides means to develop complete documentation for system engineering applications. It is used to define the
system components (e.g. software modules or hardware units) and the relationships between those components. These relationships
can be designed to express data communication between modules or to represent the physical connection between units and which
data they provide.

SysML represents a general abstraction of any system and it does not provide any specific detail on how the implementation of the
system should be performed. It is suitable for the adoption of system engineering principles to understand a software tool as modular
system, in which each module could be implemented with different M&S languages. Thus, the SysML can be used as a common
language to represent the composition and interaction of software modules. The Appendix provides information that supports the
choice of SysML for the scope of this work.

With the adoption of available software technologies for M&S, Requirement Engineering (RE) for new software tools is considered
[18]. In this work, the RE gathers available standards and methods to support the development of horizontal modeling and dy-
namic simulation workflows, applicable to power system analysis. The RE will be developed following the IEC 62,559–2 template
[22], and SysML diagrams will be used to complement the requirement description within the IEC 62,559 methodology.

2.3.2. Modelica language
Equation-based modeling languages such as the Modelica language [34], have proven to be a suitable complement to the CIM/

CGMES (which suffers from lack of mathematical description of the system dynamics [24]). Modelica enables the modeler to describe
a system by a set of explicit ODEs and DAEs. It allows non-causality in the definition of equations and incorporates object-oriented
means to divide a system into different subsystems.

The use of the Modelica languages gives another perspective to develop power systems models, enabling unambiguous modeling
and simulation. Thus, a Modelica model is de-coupled from the mathematical solver of the analysis tool. Consequently, the Modelica
language provides means to represent the dynamic behavior using an explicit and rigorous mathematical description, and to perform
consistent simulations in different tools.

The authors foresee that the development of new software tools that adopt the Modelica language and the continuous en-
hancements of Modelica compiler capabilities, will enable a transparent basis for the coordination of “data exchange and settlement
rules, network security and reliability rules, interoperability rules, and transparency rules” [3].

Current analysis tools use their own implementation of models and solvers. Thus, new standards for model exchange and co-
simulation need to be adopted. Modelica and the FMI (below) are proposed herein as a practical solution. This choice was made
because of the fact that Modelica is currently the only existing standard that is supported by multiple tools and the only that offers an
“open access” language specification for its support by additional potential vendors.

2.3.3. Functional mock-up interface standard
New software technologies enhance simulation capabilities, including the ability to provide more detailed models. Consequently,

a power system model could be developed by integrating equations from other domains in such a way that conventional over-
simplifications are reduced (one example [34] is the modeling and simulation of industrial control systems in power plants with a
richer description of analog, digital and computer systems components [35]).

The FMI standard [16] has a great potential to facilitate the data and functional interoperability of multi-domain components in a
system model. FMI is particularly suitable for Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs), where model components may represent distinct
subsystems from different domains. Using the FMI standard, the models from each domain can be exchanged using Functional Mock-
Up Units (FMUs). The feasibility of exchanging unambiguous detailed multi-domain models, e.g. combination of gas turbine model
with a power system grid model, is demonstrated using a simulation tool that supports the FMI standard.

The adoption of the FMI standard has great potential for multi-domain model exchange that would allow manufacturers to
exchange equation-based models, while at the same time protecting their intellectual property. Concurrently, it provides new re-
quirements to be considered in the development of new power systems software tools, e.g. simulation tools that are capable to
execute a model that has been implemented by a different modeling tool.

3. Formalization of requirements for modeling tools

This section describes the use case for modeling tool requirements to support standard modeling languages and allow multi-
domain modeling. The application of different modeling technologies, shown in section II.B and II.C, makes it possible to create this
use case, which gathers modeling capabilities for development of network models. For the sake of simplicity, little part of the
template provided by the IEC 62,559 is considered. The description of different scenarios or functional requirements within this use
case will be shown. To complete and give further details of this use case, the SysML Requirement diagrams will be used to gather and
describe the non-functional requirements and how they are related with the functional requirements.
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3.1. Description and objectives

New modeling tools could be developed as stand-alone applications or plug-ins for general purpose simulation tools. Their
functionality could be developed as modules able to interact with each other. To develop more accurate system models, the adoption
of multi-domain modeling is attractive and feasible by using the well-known CIM standard in combination with semantics from the
ISO 15,926. A module for automatic generation of models could help the model developer to generate different model configurations.
Such a module combines the information model with Modelica libraries, e.g. OpenIPSL [36], to describe the dynamic behavior of
typical component models and user-defined models. In the case of user-defined models, the modeling tool should be able to generate
FMUs, which can be exported. A model checking functionality would be desirable to assess the model's implementation.

3.2. Actors and scenarios for functional requirements

For the development of models, two actors are identified: A Model Developer responsible to define the parameters, mathematical
equations and topology of the power systems model; and the Modeling Tool, with capabilities to help the developer to define a
complete model.

Figs. 1 and 2 show the main functional requirements to be required by new modeling tools regarding to the related actors. A brief
description of each functional requirement is given in Table 1. These requirements come from the use of available standards from
information and mathematical modeling that can be combined to create richer model representations including dynamic behavior.
The description of Table 1. suggests the use of those standards.

3.3. Non-Functional requirements for the model developer scenarios

Fig. 3. shows the main non-functional requirements related with the Model Developer actor. The REQ_1.2.1, which gathers the
semantic information from the ISO 15,926 Data Model specification, satisfies the Multi-Domain Meta-Data (REQ_1.2). The former
complies with the requirement to implement the CIM/RDF semantics. Thus, the Model Developer should be able to provide

Fig. 1. Use case diagram with the main functional requirements related to the model developer.

Fig. 2. Use case diagram with the main functionalities related to the modeling tool.
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information in RDF from other information standard formats, to comply with the rules provided by the CIM. Moreover, this in-
formation must comply with the semantics provided by the CIM in its UML definition (REQ_1.3.1) and used within the REQ_1.3. To
ensure detailed profile information of the network models, with multi-domain information, the REQ_1.4 is verified by IEC 61,970 and
ISO 15,926 Semantics and Data Structures (REQ_1.4.1 and REQ_1.4.2). Table 2. shows brief description of these requirements.

3.4. Non-Functional requirements for the modeling tool scenarios

The application of semantic information is fulfilled with the implementation of the proper language syntaxes. Fig. 4. shows the
requirements related to the Modeling Tool.

These requirements gather the use of the language syntaxes relate to the semantics information depicted in Fig. 4. They are used

Table 1
Description of power systems specific functional requirements for modeling tools.

Id Implementation description Req. relation

1.1 Use of Information Model Standards from other (non-power system) domains. Includes REQ 1.2 and Extends REQ
1.4

1.2 Creation of a data structure and relationships with the ISO 15,926 Information Model.
1.3 Information Model expressing power systems semantics from IEC 61,970–301 CIM packages.
1.4 Classification of power system information from IEC 61,970-(452,453,456,457) CIM Packages, and multi-

domain information
Included in REQ_2.1

1.5 Mathematical models for power system components with, e.g., OpenIPSL Modelica library [36].
1.6 Information Model expressing power systems semantics from IEC 61,970–302 CIM packages Extends REQ_1.4 and REQ_1.5
2.1 Creation of a CIM/XML file for each CIM Profile. Includes REQ_1.2 and REQ_1.4
2.2 Automatic generation of models comprised by information model values and mathematical equations. Includes REQ_1.4 and REQ_1.5
2.3 Each parameter has a numerical value and each component is connected.
2.4 Simulation model assembly. Connect a FMU block as a part of the current model. Extended by REQ_2.5 and REQ_2.6
2.5 Translation in whole or in part of the model into an FMU
2.6 Translation of the model into a description (e.g. parameters) and executable code. The model should not give any

compilation errors.

Fig. 3. Requirement specification of the functionalities related to the model developer.

Table 2
Non-functional requirements for the model developer actor.

ID Implementation description Req. relation

1.2.1 Creation of a data structure and relations from the ISO 15,926 standard Satisfies REQ_1.2
1.3.1 UML language for modeling power systems components, following the IEC 61,970 standard definitions Satisfies REQ_1.3
1.4.1 Selection of classes and attributes from the CIM canonical model REQ_1.4, derived from REQ_1.3.1
1.4.2 Selection of classes and attributes from the ISO-related data structure REQ_1.4, derived from REQ_1.2.1
1.5.1 Modelica language and Modelica libraries for power systems models, e.g. OpenIPSL Satisfies REQ_1.5
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to create the network models for simulation. The functional REQ_2.2 is related with the REQ_2.2.1 that indicates that the model
transformation process is implemented through a mapping between information models (REQ_2.1.1 and REQ_2.1.2) and equation-
based models implemented in Modelica (REQ_2.3.1).

The bottom of Fig. 4 shows the technical specification related to the application of the FMI standard. The Modeling Tool should be
able to provide mechanisms to import FMUs or to generate FMUs from the final model. With the former requirement, a network
model can be composed by different Modelica blocks and FMU blocks.

With the later, a Modelica model can be exported into an FMU so to be used as part of other simulation models, which comply
with the FMI specifications. Table 3. summarizes these requirements.

4. Formalization of requirements for simulation tools

This section describes the scenario for simulation tools requirements to support standard modeling languages and to allow multi-
domain simulation. The application of different simulation technologies, shown in section II.C, makes it possible to create this use
case, which gathers simulation capabilities for execution of network models. The description of different functional requirements
within this use case will be shown. To complete and give further details of this use case, the SysML Requirement diagrams will be
used to gather and describe the non-functional requirements and show how they are related with the functional requirements.

Fig. 4. Requirement specification of the main functionalities related to the modeling tool.

Table 3
Non-functional requirements for the modeling tool.

2.1.1 RDF language and RDF schema for the implementation of the UML definitions from the ISO
data structure

Satisfies REQ_2.1

2.1.2 RDF language and RDF schema, following the implementations rules defined by the IEC
61,970–552

Satisfies REQ_2.1

2.2.1 Mapping rules for CIM and ISO naming and OpenIPSL models, implemented with XML
language

Traces REQ 2.2, Satisfies REQ_2.1.1 and REQ_2.1.2
and REQ_2.3.1

2.2.2 The transformation tool should be implemented with an object-oriented language, so to support
the XML mapping.

Derived from REQ_2.2.1

2.3.1 Use of Modelica language notation, keywords and model structure Satisfies REQ_2.3
2.3.2 Values must be consistent with power flow information and dynamic specifications; Units

defined by power system standards
Verifies REQ_2.3.1

2.3.3 Check component connections, #model variables equal to #model eq. Verifies REQ_2.3.1
2.4.1 Provide API able to generate and import FMUs to compose the current model. Satisfies REQ_2.4
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4.1. Description and objectives

This use case applies the same concept of modularity described in Section III.A. Simulation tools should first be conceived as
different modules that can interact with each other. And therefore, the development of such tools should consider the adoption of the
FMI standard. In this way, the tool mathematical solvers could be used to simulate models that are built from FMUs for Model
Exchange (preferred), or the tool could also use the mathematical solver from the simulation model if FMUs are exchanged for Co-
Simulation. The simulation tool should also include a mechanism to connect FMUs [37] and define methods for steady-state and time-
domain analysis. The results from these simulations could be exported to CIM/RDF formats or to binary data formats, such as the
HDF5 that can facilitate the exchange for results. This is described by the diagrams in Figs. 5 and 6 and described in Table 4.

These new tools should allow the monitoring and debugging during simulations. The debugging of equations can give details of
status of equations at a specific point in time during simulation [38]. An additional functionality to consider is the development of

Fig. 5. Use case diagram with the main functional requirements for simulation tools supporting FMUs.

Fig. 6. Use case diagram with the main functional requirements for simulation tools supporting power system models.
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calibration methods to match the model parameters with available measurement data [39].

4.2. Actors and scenarios for functional requirements

For the development of models, two actors are identified: A Model Developer responsible to define the parameters, mathematical
equations and topology of the power systems model; and the Modeling Tool, with capabilities to the help the developer to define a
complete model (see Fig. 2).

4.3. Non-Functional requirements for simulation tools with FMI support

When defining functionalities, RE allows the use of equation-based modeling languages such as Modelica and the FMI standard for
simulation.

To support multi-domain simulation, it is necessary to provide support for FMI so that a model can be composed by either power
system elements and components from other domains. The technical specifications related to FMI support for Co-Simulation are
synthesized in Fig. 7. A simulation tool should provide analysis features for power system studies, either steady-state simulations
(REQ_3.2) or time-domain simulations (REQ_3.3), both related to the Co-Simulation Execution (REQ_3.1). Thus, new simulation tools
with FMI support have to be able to execute the basic power system simulations and comply with their requirements as shown in
Fig. 8.

As stated in section II.B-3, the FMI standard enables the translation of equation-based models into blocks or FMUs containing the

Table 4
Description of power systems specific functional requirements for simulation tools.

Id Implementation description Req. relation

3.1 Execution of Modelica and FMUs blocks that compose the simulation model. Includes REQ_3.2 and REQ_3.3
3.2 Execution of algebraic equations of the simulation model. Includes REQ_4.2
3.3 Execution of the simulation model dynamic-algebraic equations w.r.t. time. Includes REQ_4.3 and REQ_4.4
3.4 Online traceability and graphical view of model state variables and behavior of the model during the simulation. Extends REQ_3.1
3.5 Status display of: equation performance at any step of the simulation; time simulation performance; solutions at

initialization process & equation solving
Extends REQ_3.1

3.6 Information in the Profiles complying with the IEC 61,970-(301,442,446) CIM packages: State-Variable, Topology and
Measurement.

Extends REQ_3.4

3.7 Model dynamic parameters updated with respective values identified from measurements. Updates the dynamic Profile
complying with the IEC 61,970-(302,457) CIM packages for dynamic information.

Extends REQ_3.1 and Includes
3.8

3.8 Connection of signal measurements from measurement instruments connected to the real power system.
4.1 Supply simulation values to the internal solver of the FMU.
4.2 Supply simulation values to the available non-linear algebraic equations.
4.3 Supply simulation values to the available mathematical integrator solvers.
4.4 The model is modified with the implementation of additional fault model or changes in dynamic components’

parameters.

Fig. 7. Relation of functional and non-functional requirements for simulation tools with support for the FMI standard.
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model description and the model executable code.
The SysML diagram in Fig. 7 defines as requirements some basic state-of-the-art functionalities as requirements, such as

REQ_3.4.1 for model parameter display, which is related with traceability of model behavior, i.e. graphical representation of the
model behavior. Moreover, the FMU and equation-based modeling allow the application of functionalities such as the REQ_3.5.2 that
affects the debugging of the model execution.

The SysML diagram on Fig. 8 shows basic state-of-the-art functionalities that might seem trivial from the power systems analysis
perspective but are important to consider for the development of power system analysis tools based on the already mentioned
modeling and simulation standards. For instance, it is important to consider the base values of the model, and the unit system to be
utilized, as stated by REQ_3.2.2 and REQ_3.2.3. Tables 5 and 6 offer further description of these requirements.

5. Methodology and technologies towards meeting design requirements

The design of functional and non-functional requirements for the development of new power system M&S tools was described in
the previous sections. An objective of those requirements is to enhance information and equation-based models for dynamic co-
simulation, applying UML & SysML based specifications for the development of new power systems tools. These requirements are
aimed to be the starting point of a workflow methodology for power system modeling tools and simulation tools. This methodology
can be implemented with the integration of UML/SysML & FMU-based tools such as the Moka plug-in for Papyrus [40] or Modelica
tools, such as OpenModelica [41].

This section aims to illustrate how the most important requirements can be met by different technologies readily available. This
work serves as a proof of concept of how each of the future standards-based software architecture components can be capable of
meeting the proposed designed requirements, or how existing tools can be enhanced.

Fig. 8. Relation of functional and non-functional requirements for simulation tool, related to specific power systems functionalities.

Table 5
Description of non-functional requirements, related with FMI support for simulation tools.

Id Implementation description Req. relation

2.4.2 Correct flow of FMUs inputs and outputs, one-direction or bi-directional. Verify REQ_3.1 and REQ_2.5
3.1.1 Application of HPC techniques (concurrent of parallel) for complex models Trace REQ_3.1
3.4.1 Selection of model variables to trace during simulation Trace REQ_3.1
3.4.2 Graphical representation of model variables, inputs/output, from t0= start_time to tf= stop_time Derive REQ_3.4.1
3.5.1 Simulation execution from time t to t + 1 Satisfy REQ_3.1, Refines REQ_3.1.1
3.5.2 Assignment of breakpoints within the model's equations Satisfy REQ_3.5.1
4.1.1 Setting the FMU solver's parameters. Satisfy REQ_3.1
4.1.2 Synchronize the FMU solver with the simulation tool's master simulation routine. Satisfy REQ_4.1.1
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5.1. Methodology for consolidated information and equation-based modeling

The first step of this methodology is the application of Model Developer requirements (see Table 1) for network modeling. The
Model Developer could use a Modeling Tool to build the network dynamic simulation model, with an equation-based language
(REQ_1.5). The utilization of the CIM packages IEC 61,970-(301,302) provides the necessary parameter information of the network
model and complies with the REQ_1.3 and REQ_1.4. The utilization of an equation-based power system library, such as the OpenIPSL,
allows to comply with REQ_1.5. The model information is required to complete the components’ behavior (REQ_1.6) and their
mathematical representation (REQ_1.5) of the dynamic model.

The second step consists on using the modeling standards stated before to build a complete simulation model. The Modeling Tool
should be capable of automatically creating a network model, with the use of mapping between the information model and the
equivalent equation-based model. This could be achieved by a transformation mechanism that can connect both models (REQ_2.2).
An example of such a requirement can be found in [24]. This work presents a model-transformation tool that can connect the source
information model with the target equation-based model, obtaining a final dynamic simulation model with the proper parameter
values and components equations. A Modeling Tool must be able to manipulate the information model and create different profiles
(see REQ_1.4 and REQ_2.1), which are needed by the transformation tool.

As an example of the previous steps, Fig. 9. shows a brief description of how a subset of the CIM is used to build a target
simulation model in Modelica. The model-2-model (M2M) transformation tool reads the model CIM data and builds an equivalent
benchmark model in Modelica, ready to be used for dynamic simulation. In this example, the utilization of those standards is gathered
with the requirements REQ_1.4.1 & REQ_2.1.2 (for IEC 61,970 semantics and syntax), REQ_1.4.2 & REQ_2.1.1 (for ISO 15,926
semantics and syntax), and REQ_1.5.1 & REQ_2.3.1 (for Modelica semantics and syntax).

5.1.1. Support for multi-domain modeling
Because of the Object-Oriented nature of the modeling standards previously discussed, it is possible to scale those models with

further information from other engineering domains and develop more detailed power system models. The use of transfer-function
representation to express the behavior of some components’ models could be replaced by more detailed equations and model re-
presentation if different domains are combined. This is the main reason why REQ_1.1 and REQ_1.2 have been designed. The ISO
15,926–8 [42] could be used to extend the CIM information model of power plant devices with more detailed information [43].

An example of multi-domain modeling in Modelica (with references to REQ_1.5) can be seen in Fig. 10, with simulation results in
Fig. 11. The benchmark model [44] consists on the model of a gas turbine from the thermo-mechanical domain [45]. A power grid
model and a power-system-domain generator model [36]. The governor model for the turbine is also a model from the power system
domain (it uses a transfer function modeling abstraction). The load component of this benchmark model is a variable load model used
to illustrate the REQ_4.4. The gas turbine model has similarities with the model description from the ISO 15,926. This serves to show

Table 6
Description of non-functional requirement, regarding power systems related methods, for simulation tools.

Id Implementation description Req. relation

3.2.1 Computation of sparse matrices Satisfy REQ_3.2
3.2.2 Supply values to parameters affecting the whole system Verify REQ_3.2 & REQ_3.3
3.2.3 Define the units of the model's variables (per unit or SI) Verify REQ_3.2 & REQ_3.3
3.2.4 Support for complex values within calculation of DAEs Verify REQ_3.2 & REQ_3.3
4.2.1 Specify a finite number of iterations for the master simulation routine Satisfy REQ_4.2
4.3.2 Computation of model equations trajectory with a defined number of steps until tf= stop_time Satisfy REQ_4.3
4.3.2 Computation of model equations trajectory at every k steps until tf= stop_time Satisfy REQ_4.2

Fig. 9. Concept of Model-2-Model transformation, from a source model in CIM to a target dynamic simulation model in Modelica.
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how this standard is a good choice to complement the CIM information model for gas turbines.
Observe that, in the proposed approach, the power system network topology is specified in the TP profile of the CIM model. When

changes are made to the topology of the network these are reflected in the corresponding TP file (e.g. in Fig. 9, “Benchmar_4
ger_SEX_ESDC1A_2017_TP.xml”). While only a simple power network with fixed topology has been illustrated herein, previous work
shows that it is possible to apply the model transformation process to larger power networks [53]. Finally, in case different topology
variants are not included via TP profiles, the node-breaker information of the CIM model can be used to generate them [54].

5.2. Model simulation methodology

The previous section showed steps of the methodology for creating dynamic models. The next step in the overall M&S metho-
dology is the execution of the dynamic simulation models, as pure Modelica models or in combination with other components
distributed as FMU blocks. This step of the methodology is described in the following three subsections.

5.2.1. Modelica-based power systems simulation requirements
A simulation software that can comply with the requirements for simulation tools (Figs. 6 and 8) should be able to process either

CIM models or Modelica models. Works such as [46,54] propose topology processing methods that rely on the EQ and SSH profile.
This results on the processing of the TP and SV profiles that illustrate the steady state condition of the network and comply with
REQ_3.2.

Those results are used to initialize and provide different initial conditions for the Modelica network models, so they can be
executed for dynamic simulations. Existing Modelica compilers, such as OpenModelica or Dymola, show that time-domain analysis
can be executed with pure Modelica models (see REQ_3.3) composed only by power system network models [36] or multi-domain
network models composed by components from different libraries, as shown in [42].

A simulation software based on Modelica must be able to support different Modelica compilers, which provide different set of
integration methods. Thus, based on the software prototype presented in [23] the REQ_4.3, REQ_4.3.1, to support fix-step methods,
and the REQ_4.3.2, to support variable-step methods are designed.

Fig. 10. A Gas Turbine mechanical domain connected a Single-Machine Infinite Bus network model of the power system domain.

Fig. 11. The plot shows the electrical and mechanical powers in p.u.. The variable-step solver DASSL has been used, with a tolerance of 1e-06,
during 100 s. A load variation of 0.2 p.u. has been applied at 30 s and reset at 50 s.
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5.2.2. FMI-based simulation requirements
The application of the FMI standard allows the separation of modeling tools and simulation tools. By applying the REQ_2.4 and

the REQ_2.4.1 a Modeling tool could use the FMI API to generate FMU blocks that comprise component models, which can be used to
complement other power system models compatible with the FMI. Thus, it is possible to implement simulation tools for model
execution supporting co-simulation (stated by the REQ_3.1).

The FMI standard provides the capability to execute the simulation of a model with the solver implementation provided by the
simulation tool or use the own FMU's solver for co-simulation capabilities. It can also be combined with the Modelica language and
benefit from a Modelica-compliant tool's compiler capability to execute the simulation model. An example of this is shown in Fig. 12,
with the resulting simulations shown in Fig. 13. The SMIB network has been separated into multiple FMUs: one FMU for the turbine
component, an FMU for the governor and an FMU for the network. With this setup, different types of turbines and governors could be
simulated within the same network configuration by replacing the FMUS corresponding to each component.

A model in FMI makes accessible the parameters of the models and while it hides its implementation at the same time. This reason
makes FMU models suitable for model exchange. If measurements are available, the FMU network model could be simulated and
calibrated to fit the available measurements (complying with REQ_3.7 and REQ_3.8). Thus, a simulation tool could integrate cali-
bration capabilities, such as in [39], comply with the requirements designed in and Figs. 5 and 7. It is important to notice from
Fig. 13. that the use of FMI puts strong demands on the means for initialization of specific tools, therefore, the use of FMI needs
careful verification.

6. Discussions

6.1. Requirements engineering

Requirements Engineering is being applied in the design and implementation of physical systems [13]. Current methods from RE
allow to define the Modeling & Simulation functionalities in isolation from the development of the model. In the power systems
domain, those functionalities have been mostly studied as part of the same model, i.e. the development of models have been attached
to the development of the M&S tools. The requirements presented in this work help to argue in favor the separation of both modeling
and simulation stages in isolation from each other. This is possible with the application of Model-Based Software Engineering

Fig. 12. Block representation of the multi-domain Modelica model from Fig. 10. It has been executed by the Dymola compiler and by Simulink.

Fig. 13. The plot shows the electrical power in p.u. The variable-step solver, DASSL from Dymola, Ode45 from FMIToolkit and Ode23s from the
FMIToolbox have been used, with a tolerance of 1e-06, during 100 s. Figure shows the differences of these three solvers, on a presence of a load
variation of 0.2 p.u. has been applied at 30 s and reset at 50 s.
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principles and the use of the FMI standard used and discussed in this work. For example, UML tools such as Papyrus + Moka [40] can
implement a FMI API to import FMU blocks into a UML model, or vice versa. This could lead to develop CIM-based tools that can
export their information into FMU blocks. Another example is the use of FMI compilers or Modelica compilers with support for FMUs
to execute and represent the behavior of those models. This makes possible to the user to choose and exploit the models in different
computer environments.

With the adoption of RE, better interoperability of tools and models could also be achieved. First, the use of UML or SysML does
not depend on how the system is implemented. They define the information and behavior to be implemented to support the available
standards, without strictly specify which programming language should be used for the tools implementation. Second, further ap-
plication of the RE with SysML and Modelica could help to define different restrictions within the same model, provide more specific
model details and improve their interoperability. Models developed in Modelica are translated into executable code by an equation-
based compiler. Thus, all the equations and restrictions of the model could be able to be interpreted in different simulation en-
vironments.

6.1.1. Simulation accuracy and efficiency
6.1.1.1. Simulation accuracy. Traditional power system modeling simulation tools are commonly considered by their users as the
ground truth, hence, the approach considered in the authors’ previous work is to assure the traditional tool users that the results from
the model transformation, i.e. from CIM to Modelica, will result in identical simulation results when comparing the traditional tool
against the results from “a” Modelica tool. This is called “software-to-software” verification. In this work we do not make any
assumption on which Modelica tool can be used, but for the sake of argument the scenario below illustrates the use of two Modelica
tools and the PSS/E software (i.e. the traditional tool).

The Modelica library used in this work is the OpenIPSL [1]. This library provides the component models that are mapped to the
CIM/CGMES model in order to provide the mathematical equations representing it. A number of these models have been verified
against PSS/E in order to obtain the same model accuracy. This procedure is illustrated as follows. Using PSS/E and the OpenIPSL
library a sample power system is assembled as shown in Fig. 14. The results in Fig. 15 are obtained when simulating a fault in the
system with the simulation settings of Table 7. Observe that the solvers for each tool are different and need to be carefully configured
for this assessment. The library developers analyze the error between the simulation results and determine the error in order to decide
whether or not the model has the same modeling accuracy. In the example in Fig. 15, it can be concluded that the simulation results
are identical between the three different tools. This guarantees that the modeling accuracy with respect to traditional tools will be
achieved, providing flexibility on which Modelica tool to use. However, this does require that the Modelica library is adequately and
routinely maintained. More complex examples involving larger scale models have been addressed in the author's previous work, see
[15].

6.1.1.2. Simulation efficiency. Maintaining adequate levels of simulation efficiency in the proposed approach is left entirely to the
specific Modelica tool provider / vendor. This means that while the model is defined in a standardized modeling language, the
simulation approach is not standardized, as evident in Table 7 where different solvers are used to simulate the model in different

Fig. 14. A single machine infinite bus model including a round rotor generator model and a PSS2A power system stabilizer implemented in (a) PSS/
E and (b) Modelica using the OpenIPSL library.
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tools. This is attractive from a user's perspective because while the models will be defined in the different standards proposed, they
are not “locked-in” to a specific simulation tool or method. In addition, this would provide quantifiable means for the tool providers
to compete based on the quality and performance of these tools.

One potential concern of traditional tool users would be simulation speed/performance when compared either to Modelica or
FMI-based simulators. This is because while traditional tools have the benefit of more than 40 years of development (which includes
the use of domain specific heuristics to gain simulation performance), generic simulation tools based on Modelica may be exposed to
some limitations. However, this gap is quickly blurring thanks to efforts from the Modelica community by applying advanced nu-
merical simulation strategies. Examples of strategies that have been successfully realized in Modelica tools, such as Dymola and the
3DEXPERIENCE platform, involve: multirate simulation [47], mixed-mode simulation [47,48], model decoupling and parallel ex-
ecution [49], and sparse solvers [50]. These efforts have proven valuable for the use of Modelica tools for the solution of large-scale
power system models, as it can be evidenced in [51] where a new Differential and Algebraic equation solver has been implemented
which is capable of simulating with comparable performance for the simulation of complex power system models and even per-
forming faster than the de-facto simulation tools (i.e. PSS/E). Moreover, thanks to speed improvements, Modelica-based tools are now
being used for industrial-scale simulations at the French power system operator, RTE [52].

7. Conclusions and further work

7.1. Conclusions

The Use Case methodology has been applied to derive functional and non-functional requirements for the development of new
power system modeling and simulation tools. Requirements for modeling tools and simulation tools have been separated in two main
use cases for better distinction of new functionalities. The Use Case Methodology has been extended with the use of SysML
Requirements diagrams as a support for the description of the requirements of each use case.

From the modeling perspective, the need to exchange steady-state and dynamic information of cyber-physical power systems
models is increasing. The presence of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) is driving the need to assess power system dynamics with
more rigurosity, and to analyze new power generation, transmission and distribution technologies which leads to more complex
systems models across system simulation tools. It is necessary to provide complete information and equation-based modeling to better
represent the behavior of such complex systems. In this case, the adoption of the CIM/CGMES can be complemented with more
detailed information from other standards, such as the ISO 15,296 for power plant operation. Equation-based modeling languages
have been shown as a good complement, providing the mathematical behavior that an information modeling language cannot
provide on its own.

From the dynamic simulation perspective, the Modelica language and the FMI standard for model exchange and co-simulation,
can also motivate existing commercial tool vendors to support the definition of Modelica (equation-based) user defined models, that
could replace the much simpler and ambiguous block diagram representations. Moreover, the Modelica language can be used to
define all available standard models and create additional validation models to verify the behavior of different tools.

Fig 15. Simulation results in three different simulation environments: PSS/E (reference), OpenModelica and Dymola.

Table 7
Simulation configuration settings in different tools.

Software PSS/E Dymola OpenModelica

Output interval length 0.001 0.001 0.001
Integration algorithm Modified Euler Rkfix2 rungekutta
Tolerance 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
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7.2. Future work

The challenge expressed by this work is to encourage the development of power system tools to integrate advances from the field
of M&S in system-of-systems engineering to fully comply with standard modeling languages, allowing multi-domain modeling and co-
simulation of cyber-physical power systems.

Further work is focused on a formalization for information-based modeling and development of new profiles. The adoption of the
FMI standard implies that mathematical solvers need to adapt to handle co-simulation, parallelization, etc., which may require the
use of different solver tolerances and simulation time-steps. Finally, with the emergence of the SSP standard [37], the requirements
described in this paper can be expanded to enhance the interoperability of the future cyber-physical power system tools. The SysML
model of the requirements proposed in this paper are available on-line at https://github.com/ALSETLab/sysml.powersystems.
framework, so that it can be modified and expanded by other researchers in the future.
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Appendix 1 – Rationale for the Choice of SysML

As it has been stated in Section II.C.1, it is necessary to adopt GPML languages to represent the requirements and improve the
interoperability of cyber-physical power system modeling and simulation. While UML was selected due to its synergy with existing
grid standards, SysML was deemed a good choice due to the following reasons:

• The language has an orientation to Systems Engineering (not to Software Engineering).
• It provides an explicit and simple way to define non-functional requirements (i.e. Requirements Diagram).
• It enables the integration of the semantic models required for the suitable configuration of the modeled systems (parameter

component) with those required to represent their behavior and physical structure (mathematical component).
• Its block-based modeling orientation establishes an easy-to-interpret language for the domain expert engineers responsible to

design and undertake simulation-based studies with the models (i.e. the Model Developer).

Fig. A.1 and Table A.1 are intended to illustrate and extend the selection criteria of SysML in this work through a comparison with
other GPMLs.

Fig. A.1. Graphical comparison between the taxonomies of the UML 2 and SysML diagrams.
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Table A.1
Modeling features of three General-Purpose Modeling Languages (GPML).

UML SysML EXPRESS

Structure diagrams Package diagram Package diagram EXPRESS-G diagram
Component diagram Block definition diagram or
Class diagram Internal block diagram Text-based description
Deployment diagram Parametric diagram
Composite structure diagram
Object diagram
Profile diagram

Behavior diagrams Use case diagram Use case diagram N/A
Sequence diagram Sequence diagram
Activity diagram Activity diagram
Timing diagram State machine diagram
State machine diagram
Interaction overview diagram
Communication diagram

Requirements N/A Requirement diagram N/A
Current version 2.5.1 (dec 2017) 1.6 (Dec 2019) 1.1 (May 2015)
Target application Software modeling Systems engineering (ISO/IEC 15,288) Systems engineering

Information modeling language
Official specifications website https://www.omg.org/spec/UML/ https://www.omg.org/spec/SysML/ https://www.omg.org/spec/EXPRESS/

ISO 10,303–11.2:2004
Metamodel used by CIM (Common Information Model) ISO 15,926

IEC 61,970 / IEC 61,968 / IEC 62,325
IEC 62,559
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